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Abstract 
Bayard Taylor, John Stoddard, and Burton Holmes were three major figures who 

gave travel lectures in Worcester and also nationally from the 1850's to the 1950's. 

These lectures evolved from educational talks on foreign lands into visual presentations 

meant mostly as a form of entertainment. The changing format of the travel lecture was 

shaped by emerging technologies throughout these years that allowed lecturers to project 

images, and eventually introduce motion pictures as a vehicle for entertaining and 

educating their audiences. 
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Introduction 
Travel lectures and travelogues, two variations of the same idea, are quickly 

fading from our culture as resources on videotape and on the Internet are replacing them. 

However rare they may now be, travel lectures once thrived throughout the United States. 

This amazing phenomenon achieved its greatest popularity for around one hundred years 

from the mid 1800's until the mid 1900's (and continued on fairly strongly for another 

quarter century). Developing technologies that would allow presenters to leave their 

audiences in awe helped drive this movement. Ironically these same technologies that 

developed for another quarter century are a leading cause for the decline of the lectures. 

The social impact of the changes in these technologies and the impact of these lectures 

themselves on society can be examined by looking at three major lecturers who practiced 

this style of communication throughout its golden years. By examining Bayard Taylor, 

John Stoddard, and Burton Holmes, we can extract a good deal of information on what 

these travel lectures would have been like for the people who viewed them at Mechanics 

Hall and many other lyceum Halls throughout the United States. This information will 

enhance the understanding of these topics and may be of interest to Worcester historians, 

Mechanics Hall staff, Mechanics Association members, and various other people with an 

interest in the history of travelogues and travel lectures, Mechanics Hall, the Mechanics 

Association, Worcester, or the development of slide projectors into motion pictures. 

This evolution will be examined by focusing on Taylor, Stoddard, Holmes, and 

their reception at Mechanics Hall in Worcester. Information on these three lectures has 

been obtained from a time line developed through research into previous Mechanics hall 

IQPs, Worcester newspapers, published works of the lecturers, and the private collection 
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of Mr. Joseph Lemire, which contains many irreplaceable documents, clippings, 

brochures, and reports from these lecturers, and Mechanics Hall (see Appendix B), and 

also from these sources themselves. 
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Background on Mechanics Hall 
Mechanics Hall was built in 1857 to house the Worcester County Mechanics 

Association. The impetus for building the Hall was the 1848 decision by the Association 

to hold a mechanical arts fair. This fair, and others, were held in rented space; the first at 

the depot of the Worcester and Nashua railroad at Lincoln Square, and the other two (in 

1849 and 1851) at halls rented in the Merrifield buildings. Because of the success of 

these fairs, as well as the discontent with the rented halls, a committee headed by Ichabod 

Washburn was formed. Washburn sought and made arrangements for the land, donated 

thousands of dollars to the project and worked directly with Elbridge Boyden, the 

architect. The building was built with astonishing speed for the times; the 

groundbreaking occurring in July of 1855, the building started with the cornerstone being 

laid on September 3 1.d  and construction was finished eighteen months later. The building 

was dedicated on March 19,1857, and festivities continued for 2 days, ending with a ball 

the next night. The hall prospered for fifty years and had an anniversary dedication on 

March 19, 1907. 

With the opening of the Boys Trade School in 1908, however, Mechanics Hall 

began its decline. The Hall was at one of the lowest usage points by 1931 when the 

Municipal Auditorium opened and took on the role of concert and social event center in 

Worcester. The Mechanics Association decided to sell the Hall for 250 thousand dollars 

in 1948. The Association had only one prospect by 1957 who failed to show up for the 

final sale after holding an option to buy open for six months with a five thousand-dollar 

deposit. On March 19, 1957, the 100th  anniversary of Mechanics Hall, the doors were 

locked and the Hall was empty. Because this sale fell through, the Hall managed to 
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survive its dark ages and was restored and rededicated in 1977. It has again become a 

cultural center in Worcester. The Hall was used for many purposes through its first 50 

years while it was in its prime. One of its main goals was to educate young men in 

various fields, including architectural drawing, and later steam, gas, and water pipe 

fitting. While the Mechanics Association used the Hall to focus on education of young 

boys, the Hall also took on the role of a major setting in the Worcester lyceum and 

fulfilled the role of a venue for numerous lecturers who passed through the Worcester 

area. 
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Background on the American Lyceum 
The American lyceum began to form only a few years after lyceums began to 

appear in London and other English cities. The first workings of the American lyceum 

began in late 1826 in New England. The leader in the crusade to bring this educational 

system to America was Josiah Holbrook. After looking at various communities, 

Holbrook decided to open Millbury Branch Number 1 of the American Lyceum, in 

Millbury, Massachusetts. From this beginning, the Lyceum system quickly spread to 

other communities in Worcester County. By November 22, 1826, the Worcester National 

Aegis reported, "Mr. Holbrook, an intelligent and interesting lecturer on different 

scientific subjects, has established in many of the towns in our country, associations for 

mutual instruction and information in the arts and sciences." On January 26, 1827, the 

first "Board of Delegates of the American Lyceum of Science and the Arts, for the 

County of Worcester" met in Leicester to form a constitution to govern the body. While 

the County Lyceum was held in high regard and was reported on in not only local but 

also national papers, the County Lyceum was not a significant influence and met only a 

few times a year. The actual lecturing, and most of the planning, was done on the town 

and city level of the lyceum, with each community planning its own activities. The 

lyceum system quickly radiated from Worcester and found many communities that were 

open and ready to embrace such a system that would advance the knowledge of the 

population. The lyceum system encountered few obstacles, most of them being physical 

obstacles, such as mountains to the north of Worcester, forests to the west, and no major 

form of transportation to break through some of these barriers. Despite these barriers 

when the lyceum began to form in Maine, the scattered towns along the coast had a large 
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enough population with intellectual interests that, when the lyceums did form, they 

quickly grew in popularity. The lyceums in New England not only offered lectures to the 

public, but also were instrumental in founding many of the first libraries and also 

contributed greatly to the public school systems. In Worcester, Mechanics Hall became a 

Mecca of the lyceum and its lecturers began to draw crowds not only from Worcester, but 

also from many surrounding towns. The same sequence of events in other major cities, 

as well as the ever increasing ease of travel, caused many lyceums in towns surrounding 

these cities to eventually break down, or more accurately merge into metropolitan 

lyceums as happened with the Worcester lyceum. 
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Background on Travel Lectures 
Mechanics Hall was the home to many types of lectures. Through its years of 

operation, lectures have been given on many scientific, agricultural, theological, cultural, 

and technical topics. At its peak usage as a lecture hall, Mechanics hall might have had 

five lectures throughout the week, possibly with an agriculture lecture one day, a lecture 

on religious beliefs another day, followed by a talk on Physics, a travel lecture, and the 

appearance of a small orchestra throughout the rest of the week. Travel lectures are of 

particular interest because their rise and decline in interest closely follows some of the 

historic changes in Mechanics Hall. The travel lectures changed in their tone and 

purpose from the 1850s to the 1950s. Many travel lecturers were present in the lyceum 

system before, during, and after the three who will be examined, but Bayard Taylor, John 

Stoddard, and Burton Holmes are three of the most prominent lecturers in the time period 

with which this IQP is concerned. 
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Bayard Taylor 
One major figure in the evolution of the travel lecture was Bayard Taylor (1825- 

1875), who was brought up in Kennett Square, West Chester County, Pennsylvania. 

Taylor was well known and lectured at many major halls throughout the United States, 

including many lectures at Mechanics Hall. Born January 11, 1825, his parents named 

him after Senator James A. Bayard of Delaware. Taylor's Family was of German and 

English decent. His ancestors up to his grandfather's Generation were Quakers and his 

family's way of life was for the most part in accordance with the Quaker principles of the 

Pennsylvania heartland. Taylor was taught to be a farmer while he was young, but 

remained indifferent to farming throughout his childhood. 

Taylor's interest in literature grew quickly while he was a child. He was reading by 

the age of four, writing poetry by the age of seven, and first publishing (an account of 

visiting a historic battlefield) at the age of fifteen. With his father's position in the 

community, he was also quickly introduced to the lyceum system and lecturers. In 1839, 

Dr. Thomas Dunn English, a young phrenologist from Philadelphia, lectured in West 

Chester County, and was invited to the county jail to speak with Taylor's father (at this 

time Sheriff) and cast "characters and dispositions" by "examining the formations of 

heads" of some of the prisoners held at the jail. While there, Sheriff Taylor asked Dr. 

English to look at his son and tell him if he might grow up to be a farmer. Upon 

examining Bayard Taylor, Dr. English commented, "You will never make a farmer out of 

him to any great extent: you will never keep him home; that boy will ramble around the 

world, and furthermore, he has all the marks of a poet" (Smyth 20). As it turned out, Dr. 

English was right in all respects. 
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Because of family economic hardships, after Taylor finished his schooling at 

Unionville Academy he did 1101 bring up the topic of college, despite his eagerness to 

attend. His father's farm was small enough to be taken care of without Taylor's help, so 

Taylor looked forward to a job as a printer's apprentice, and signed on for four years with 

Henry Evans who owned the Village Record and was a close friend of the Taylor family. 

During his years working for Evans, Taylor began paying great attention to lecturers who 

would travel the coast. One of the first lecturers that Taylor followed closely was 

Dickens, who helped form one of Taylor's happiest memories when he received a reply 

letter containing the Dickens' autograph. Taylor, however, would be found two decades 

later replying to autograph requests with letters that read, "Dear Sir: I do not attach any 

value to Ms. written merely for the purpose of being an autograph, but if you do so, this 

is mine. Very truly yours, Bayard Taylor" (Beatty 24). Taylor followed the entire 

lyceum system as it spread and grew from Ralph Waldo Emerson asking for "$5 and four 

quarts of oats for my horse" to expecting $500 as a reasonable fee for a night's lecture. 

In addition to following these lectures, Taylor also continued writing his poetry and 

was often published in both local and national papers. One of his publications was 

compensated with enough money for Taylor to buy the rest of his apprentice time from 

Evans and support him while he traveled to Philadelphia to talk to publishers. With 

several advance payments for travel letters that would be published in newspapers while 

Taylor was traveling, and many purchases of poems, Taylor returned home with $140 

(the price of passage to Europe being about twenty-four dollars including provisions and 

all other expenses). His family's worries about having to support a failing poet and 

dreamer faded quickly. Bayard next set out on foot with his cousin Franklin to 
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Washington to get a passport. Soon afterwards, Taylor was on a boat to Liverpool for his 

first world tour, which he considered his "university education" (Beatty 31). 

Because of limited funding, Taylor was only able to travel by foot over most of 

Europe. However, when he returned to the states after two years of touring the continent, 

he had enough information to not only publish material, but to publish six editions in the 

first year and another fourteen editions over the next eight years of his Views A-Foot 

series. Views A-Foot was the best-known and best seller of all of Taylor's travel 

writings. It was extremely well received during the nine years that it was published and 

covered many different regions through which he traveled. Taylor also published many 

other single edition books, and a trilogy. After having built a phenomenal reputation as a 

traveler and writer, Taylor took to editing various travel books and writing critical works. 

The first of these books was the Cyclopaedia of Modern Travel. The Cyclopaedia, 

published in 1856, was a 937-page book that included fifty-five narratives on land travel. 

Taylor had one narrative of his own published in the book. The other extraordinarily well 

received series that Taylor wrote was the At Home and Abroad  series, which was 

published in two volumes, the first in 1859 and then the second in 1862. Between these 

dates Taylor split his time between traveling and lecturing. 

From 1861 until 1869 Taylor shifted the focus of his writing from his travel books 

toward the writing of novels, writing a total of 6 novels over the eight years. He 

completed his first novel, Hannah Thurston in 1863 and in 1864 started working on John 

Godfrey's Fortunes: Related by Himself which was finished in the same year. Godfrey 

was the only novel written by Taylor that took on the first person point of view, and was 

not as well received as his first had been. Still, after only two novels, Taylor found that 
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this was truly the most profitable venture yet. Taylor continued to publish novels — one 

each year or two until the end of the 1860's. Taylor also had many volumes of poetry 

published. 

Poetry was Taylor's favorite genre. Throughout all of his careers he was constantly 

publishing volumes of his poems. He considered his other writings and his lectures to 

"merely [buy] time in which to write poetry" (Wermuth 108). Taylor was known to 

compose most of his poetry in his head while traveling or doing other things, and then 

wait until he had the time to write them down. With his poetry, far more than with any 

other form of writing, Taylor had an almost excessive need for approval and praise. 

Much of Taylor's work showed a technical excellence even more so than a creative 

excellence. He was able to write in almost any poetic form that he saw, and have it sound 

just as perfect as any other form. Taylor published his first volume when he was nineteen 

at his own expense. He was supported in this by the financial subscriptions among his 

neighbors, and mentally by "hopes of occupying at some future day a respectable station 

among our country's poets" (Wermuth 110). 

Taylor was part of the "Genteel Tradition" which, among many other aspects, 

expected that any great novelist, poet, or writer of any other sort would gain some 

amount of noticeable wealth. Taylor's wealth was enough to build his house, Cedarcroft, 

for fifteen thousand dollars in 1860. The house was built entirely under the supervision 

of Taylor and, among other attributes, had two foot thick walls, a tower "large enough for 

use as well as ornament," a custom black walnut mantelpiece that he had designed, and a 

200 acre plot of land. The house was nearly his only tangible display of his success. 

However, shortly after the building was completed, the Civil War broke out, and Taylor, 
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living in a virtual castle and close to the Maryland border, was forced to quickly bury his 

manuscripts and try to find weaponry to defend his mansion from an invasion that never 

came about. Ten years later, in 1870, Taylor had developed a loathing for the mansion 

because of the high cost of upkeep and the small amount of time that he was able to 

spend at the house. His book sales, and lecture dates had decreased significantly due to 

the war, labor to help with the upkeep of the house had increased in cost, and his frequent 

travels left him living in the house only a few months out of the year. During one 6- 

month tour of Europe, Taylor dumped five thousand dollars into the house, about one 

third of its original cost. Taylor eventually had his parents, sister, and brother-in-law 

move into the house and only stayed there a few weekends out of the year. The house 

became a family tradition and was passed down generation-to-generation, always cited as 

an example of Taylor's success. 

A December 31, 1874, lecture on Ancient Egypt at Mechanics Hall is framed by a 

statement of a previous lecture by Wendell Phillips "that most of the boasted discoveries 

of this age are really only re-discoveries of what was known to the forefathers" (The 

Daily Spy  01/01/1874). This allows Taylor not only to deliver educational and 

entertaining information about Ancient Egypt, but also to incorporate the information 

from Ancient Egypt into Modern Day life. After quickly telling about Taylor and what 

the lecture was about, The Daily Spy's  Reviewer goes into detail on the lecture, restating 

facts, and paraphrasing much of the lecture. This shows a few things about Taylor's 

talents as a lecturer; Taylor was able to create images that the reviewer could remember 

vividly enough to base most of his article on them and these images impressed the 

reviewer enough to have him focus on the images, possibly hoping to draw more readers 
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to his article because of the interesting images. In his lecture on Ancient Egypt, Taylor 

was not only able to describe the physical signs of the area such as the pyramids, but also 

the cultural background. One of the images that is conveyed through the review is that of 

Taylor relating in great detail the "finding of three inscriptions, side by side, one in 

Greek, from which it was learned that ... the mysterious Egyptian hieroglyphics... were 

not arbitrary signs, but were veritable letters." Taylor also related many other pieces of 

the historic Egyptian world, including information on Pharos, beliefs, Egyptian 

mythology, and many other topics. Taylor also went into great depth describing his 

fascination with the lands that he visited. In By 	 Ways of Europe  Taylor tells of his 

week in Capri and how splendid he found it by describing the time spent there. 

With every day, every hour, of our residence, we more 

fully realized the grandeur and variety of the landscapes of 

Capri. This week which I thought sufficient to enable us to 

see the island thoroughly drew towards its close; and 

although we had gone from end to end of the rocky shores, 

climbed all the principal peaks, and descended into every 

dell and ravine, our enjoyment was only whetted, not 

exhausted. The same scenes grow with every repetition. 

There is not a path or crooked lane among the old houses, 

which does not keep a surprise in reserve. The little town, 

with only here and there a stone to show for the past, with 

no architectural interest whatsoever, is nevertheless a 

labyrinth of picturesque effects. In the houses, all the upper 
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chambers are vaulted, and the roofs domed above them as 

in the Orient; while on one or more sides there is a logia or 

arched veranda, overhung with cornice of grapevines, or 

gay with vases of blooming plants. Thick walls, narrow 

windows, external staircases, palm-trees in the gardens, and 

raised platforms of masonry placed so as to catch the 

breezes of summer nights, increase the resemblance to the 

orient. Living there, Syria seems to be nearer than Naples. 

(Taylor 356-357) 

Taylor is able to create an exact visualization of the town, and to approximate his feelings 

of when he was living there. One is able to picture the summer nights, one's position on 

a raised platform, the coming breeze, palm trees and vases, a staircase heading up outside 

of a building towards the domed roof and past the seemingly extra thin windows that are 

inlayed into the thick walls. It is no wonder that Taylor attracted such large crowds when 

his talk can give one the feeling and memories of a warm vacation on a cold winter night 

in the middle of the week. 

Taylor toured all of the major cities throughout the United States. Among these 

travels, he stopped in Worcester at least five times over a period of around twenty years. 

Due to the decrepit state of many of the surviving newspapers from this era, it is a 

challenge to find dates much less articles. In addition to his Ancient Egypt lecture 

review, a short review of his "Russia and the Russians" lecture on February 11, 1864, can 

be found in The Worcester Daily Spy. While the review does not have nearly the detail 

of the Ancient Egypt review, it does show Taylor filling Mechanics Hall and, as he did in 
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his Ancient Egypt lecture 10 years later, speaking not only of scenery and of the land, but 

also of the culture, the hundreds of tribes present in the huge land, their "complicated 

political organization," and the religions present in the various areas. Taylor also speaks 

of the Emperor as "the first sovereign in Europe, being honest, true, calm, clear-minded 

and firm, and not weak or intemperate as charged by his enemies." Taylor spoke of being 

able to often see the Emperor on the street alone or driving his own carriage. 

Most likely his lectures closely resembled his travel books, and thus writings in these 

books can be read to get an idea of the type of lectures that Taylor may have given in his 

other appearances at Mechanics Hall. Taylor's By-Ways of Europe speaks more of the 

Russians, and thus allows insight into what the Spy review did not show of the lecture. It 

speaks of leaving Moscow and how Taylor's party "enjoyed one more glimpse of the 

inexhaustible splendor of the city's thousand golden domes and pinnacles, softened by 

luminous smoke and transfigured dust" (Taylor 61). And his observations of cultural 

differences can be seen when he is speaking of their food and drink saying, "These 

people drink beverages of a temperature which would take the skin off Anglo-Saxon 

mouths. My tongue was more than once blistered, on beginning to drink after they had 

emptied their glasses... our cooking (for the public at least) is notoriously the worst in the 

world; and I can safely pronounce the Russian better, without commending it highly" 

(Taylor 62). 

Taylor's books, much as his lectures would have, covered topic after topic 

seamlessly, allowing Taylor to include as much about his travels as he would like into 

either of these. And he would never have to worry about running out of material, as a 

typical tour would read something like the following list of travels from Views A-Foot: 
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Voyage to Liverpool; three weeks travel in Ireland and Scotland; a week in London; a 

month at Heidelberg; seven months in Frankfort; a tour through Cassel, the Hartz, 

Sazony, Austria, Bavaria; followed by another week in Frankfort; a trip over the Alps to 

Switzerland; from Milan to Genoa; four months in Florence; an Eight day journey to 

Rome; two weeks in Rome; Five weeks in Paris; six weeks in London; and then back 

home (Taylor 393). This two-year pilgrimage, costing Taylor around five hundred 

dollars in the early 1840's, most likely would cost around $100,000 today. 

Taylor had the amazing ability to create images from his words. This ability was 

successfully tested and stretched to its maximum by three lectures "that were vivid word 

pictures of the lands and people they described." These lectures covered "The Arabs," 

"India," and "Japan and Loo Choo," all given in costume. For these lectures, Taylor 

simply described exactly what he had seen so vividly that the audience could get no 

better idea of the lecture topic than if they had pictures to go with the lecture. 
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John Stoddard 
Another popular lecturer who appeared in Mechanics Hall was John Stoddard (1850- 

1931). Stoddard was born in Brookline, MA, on April 24, 1850. He had a great interest 

in religious theology and, after graduating as valedictorian of his Williams College class 

in 1871, he studied at Yale Divinity School. After teaching Latin and French at Boston 

Latin School, he began traveling to Europe, Greece, Asia, Palestine and Egypt and spent 

an extended amount of time studying in Germany. Stoddard then returned to the U.S. and 

began lecturing for twenty years straight, only stopping when he traveled to remote 

countries to obtain more information. Stoddard's travels covered almost the entire 

habitable world. Stoddard's life can be chronicled through his world travels. He set out 

at a young age and continued traveling after that. Stoddard described his life by saying, 

"It is the land we have not visited that is to give to us our greatest happiness. If we have 

not yet found it in America, it is awaiting us in Europe; if not in Europe, surely in 

Japan... Hence travel is attractive, if only as a means of acquiring that happiness which 

here seems so elusive" (Stoddard 3). 

In addition to his career as a traveler and a lecturer, Stoddard also found some time to 

write books (largely about religion), some of which are still available for sale. Stoddard 

also had most of his lectures published into a multi volume series. There are many 

libraries, used bookstores, and other places that Stoddard's lectures can be found. His 

pictures and writings are still used today, and while not much information on Stoddard 

himself can be turned up in a search on the Internet, one can turn up a variety of 

quotations from his books, or references to his books or travels that show Stoddard's way 

of life as a traveler. If a quotation is needed on a foreign land, one is likely to be able to 
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flip through Stoddard's lecture books, and find just what one is looking for. Because of 

Stoddard's interest in comparative religion and theology, he was able to keep his Western 

cultural bias suppressed far more than many travelers were while he was traveling in 

lands such as India, China, and Japan, lands which had drastically different cultures from 

his own. 

Inspecting his photographs, even in our current age, shows how he captivated the 

audiences over 100 years in the past. Stoddard not only used amazing photography to 

make his points, but also incorporated a predecessor of the slide projector to display these 

photographs on a large enough scale so that everyone in the full hall was able to clearly 

see his magnificent work. Stoddard told of his journeys as did Taylor, but he 

accompanied it with imagery that no doubt imprinted itself into the minds of many of 

those who attended. When examining reviews of Stoddard's lectures, one notes that little 

emphasis is placed on his words, while his pictures are described in detail. The pictures 

without a doubt seized the descriptions that he gave orally and froze them in the 

audience's mind. The technology Stoddard used would allow him to greatly expand 

beyond the information that Taylor had been able to give in his lectures. Stoddard was 

able to show single images, or a series of fading images using a magic lantern slide 

projector that would visually show the audience in one or two minutes what Taylor might 

spend five to ten minutes explaining. This left the same five to ten minutes open to 

Stoddard to speak of a related topic, recall a short story that happened at the same time 

during his travels, or go into more detail on the culture which cannot be as easily depicted 

with photographs. Stoddard lectured at Mechanics Hall from the late 1870's until the 

early 1890's. Stoddard could speak and write vividly, just as Taylor could. This can be 
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seen when one looks at any of his published works. When speaking of the Grand Canyon 

region, he diverted from the actual canyon for awhile to speak of the Flagstaff 

Observatory. 

Upon a hill near Flagstaff stands an asronomical 

observatory from which distinguished students of the 

midnight skies search for secrets of the moon and stars. 

Few better sites on earth could have been chosen for this 

purpose, since Arizona's atmosphere is so transparent that 

the extent of celestial scenery here disclosed is 

extraordinary. We visited the structure at the solemn hour 

that marks the hush between two days, when the last sound 

of one has died away, and before the first stir of the other 

thrills the morning air. Then, gazing through the lenses of 

its noble telescope, we welcomed the swift waves of light 

pulsating toward us from the shoreless ocean we call space. 

(Stoddard X: 61) 

While the writing in this excerpt is excellently crafted on its own, the photograph through 

the telescope that is placed just above the text in its published form, (displayed during a 

lecture, takes his words and displays their meaning to the viewer. The photograph shows 

the crystal skies that of, but below them large rolling clouds and a vast dry desert are 

clearly visible, giving the entire effect of the landscape that is not mentioned in the text. 

Stoddard would use his projections, with a highly perfected skill. Reviews were carried 

both in the Daily Spy  and in the Worcester Telegram.  The Spy  said that "[t]he 
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accompanying views, which were thrown upon a very large screen, are uncommonly fine, 

followed one after another in rapid succession. One would fade into another exactly at 

the proper second and just as it was needed to illustrate the lecture, which was nowhere 

broken by waits or moments of hesitation" (Worcester Daily Spy 11/14/1879). The 

Telegram,  while not speaking directly of the greatness of the visual aspects of the lecture, 

was constantly saying that the audience was "shown views of..." giving the entire lecture 

a very visual description. In Stoddard's second lecture of the same year, the Spy 

reviewer started by describing the oral portion of the lecture before the visual, saying that 

Stoddard "captivat[ed] his hearers by his pleasing descriptions, well told incidents of 

travel, and beautiful views, as he took them through southern Spain" (The Daily Spy 

11/21/1879). The review then praised his mastery of the visual arts when it was said that 

the different areas of southern Spain "were, by the aid of beautiful views, placed before 

the audience, as they cannot be placed by a mind picture, no matter how brilliant it may 

be, and a lasting impression of their vastness and elaborateness left on the minds of those 

who heard the descriptions and saw the views of the places described." Stoddard had 

truly mastered mixing his words with his photography in a way which balanced both 

aspects of his presentation, guaranteeing him a good turnout at each lecture. Stoddard 

delivered another three lectures in his 1879 lecture series; the two that followed his 

introductory lecture on southern Spain were reviewed with much less emphasis placed on 

the style. The fourth in the lecture series showed Stoddard's mindset for philosophical 

and theological topics. As can be seen in the transcription of the review in Appendix C, 

the reviewer focused primarily on the Russian nihilist movement, showing that Stoddard 

must have spent a large portion of time on the subject, which accounts for its most 
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memorable portions of the night. The Spy review states that Stoddard began speaking of 

these topics before presenting any of his stereopticon views. Because Stoddard was 

extremely capable of fluently mixing both verbal and visual modes of communication he 

must have wanted the audience to be fixated on his spoken words. 
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Burton Holmes 
Burton Holmes (1870-1958) brings yet another advance in technology, and even 

more vivid imagery than Stoddard had provided to the Lyceum. Holmes devoted his life 

to his travelogues and has stated that "his biography will be found in his Travelogues, 

each being a chapter from his life of travel." He was born in January of 1870 to a 

wealthy family in Chicago. His father was a successful banker and Holmes was the 

grandson of a wealthy builder and importer of French wines and gourmet foods. 

Holmes' formed his interest in photography and bought his first camera at the age of 13. 

By the time he was 16 (1886) he had dropped out of private school and traveled through 

the United States, Cuba, and Mexico. He made two tours of Europe, the first in 1886 

with his grandmother, and then again in 1890. From these two tours he collected the 

material that he used in his first lecture, "Through Europe with a Camera," which was 

presented as an amateur to the Chicago Camera Club. He traveled to Japan in 1892 where 

he met " (and bec[ame] a junior associate of) Stoddard." Upon returning, he found his 

father had been financially hit hard by the Panic of 1893 and was forced to find work. 

His first attempt was to become a camera salesman, but he was unsuccessful. He found 

quickly that he could make enough to support his family by giving stereopticon lectures 

of his world travels. 

His first professional appearance was given in Recital Hall in Chicago on the 

topic of Japan. The lecture was split into two parts, "The Country" and "The Cities". 

This was a ground breaking travel lecture, being the first time a lecture was given with all 

illustrations in color. He followed this path for four years. At this point Stoddard retired 

and arranged for Holmes to fill the rest of his scheduled engagements for the 1897-98 
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lecture season. Holmes began introducing film clips into his lectures in 1897 but, until 

well into the 20th  century, lantern slides, hand colored in Japan, were the standard for his 

lectures. By 1898, Holmes had established himself as a major lecturer in the Midwest 

and was becoming prominent in many large Eastern Cities. Holmes believed that he was 

a performer more than a lecturer or teacher, a viewpoint which was popular among travel 

lecturers by 1900 and had developed in the time of Stoddard. Taylor would have tried to 

educate his audience on each of the lands that he visited. As technologies became 

available to lecturers, eventually leveling out with the introduction of motion pictures, the 

lecturers were able to visually impress their audience to the point that the travel lecture 

evolved from education to entertainment. Holmes belief can be seen in travelogue 

announcements such as the ones in Joseph Lemire's Personal Collection (See Appendix 

C for examples.) Holmes would lecture during the winter and travel from late spring to 

early fall to gather information for his next season. At times Holmes was known to give 

six lectures in a week, occasionally with each of the six being in different states. Holmes 

took great pains to obtain his material. In one lecture that he gave, He told the audience 

of how he had dressed as a diplomat in order "to attend the coronation of Haile Selassie 

in Ethopia [Sic]." Where as Taylor had dressed in costume to relate his knowledge of 

foreign lands to his audience, Holmes had dressed in costume while in foreign lands to be 

able to bring more back from these lands to his audience. Holmes traveled "to every 

country he could find (except Afghanistan,)" for a total of six times around the world. 

Holmes accumulated a massive lecturing career before his retirement in 1951 (at 81 years 

old), having given a little over eight thousand lectures or, on average two or three lectures 

a week for his entire fifty-eight year lecturing career! 
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Holmes did branch out occasionally from his traveling and lecturing. Some of his 

other achievements include the formation of a travel film company, which produced a 

short film every week for 6 years starting in 1915. He often wrote articles for travel 

magazines. And another small company that he started lasted into the 1980's. All of his 

work earned him a star with his name on Hollywood Boulevard. Holmes had his entire 

lecture series arranged into a ten-volume set in 1901, later adding more volumes as he 

gathered more information. Over forty thousand copies of the volumes were sold across 

the country. Holmes also wrote two other books. The Traveler's Russia did not sell well, 

and Holmes purchased the remaining copies after its publication and gave them to 

friends. His other books, The World Is Mine, which chronicles his life through the late 

1940's along with Thayer Soule's On The Road with Travelogues, which covers from 

1935 to the end of Holmes' life, offer an insight into many of Homes' travels and 

lectures. Soule spent many years working with Holmes, helping set up and operate 

equipment. A few collections of his photographs have been published since he ended his 

career in travelogues. Millions of people have seen Holmes' work without knowing it 

was his. How many people have not seen "the classic photograph of a locomotive which 

has crashed through the wall of an upper level of a railway station in Paris, landing 

outside the station at an angle on the street below?" At some future time Holmes may be 

forgotten forever, but his work will surely last. "Holmes didn't invent travel stories; those 

were old when Odysseus recited his to Homer. He didn't invent slide shows; magic 

lantern slides were old in the 1850's. He didn't invent moving pictures... He didn't 

invent cross-country travel lecture series... Burton Holmes took an enterprise and made it 

into an art form" (Ward). Taylor enjoyed poetry far more than lecturing, Taylor had 
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continued lecturing to keep a steady source of income and to finance his interests into his 

more artistic interests. If a lecturer could build a following giving travel lectures, he 

would surely be successful in life. Holmes had joined this enterprise and put so much 

back into it that he had truly pushed the enterprise that Taylor had helped jumpstart into 

an art form that could only be mastered with talent such as Holmes possessed. Holmes 

had in fact adapted and integrated the now old technology of slide shows into the newer 

motion picture technology and used it to advance his travelogues. Motion picture 

technology was developed around the same time that Holmes began his yearly lecture 

series and, he immediately knew he must take advantage of the newest technology or it 

might pass him by. 

"Mr. Holmes has a way of picking out some of the most picturesque and 

appealing in his travel talks," as the Evening Gazette  (1/24/1919) noted his ability to pull 

together information and compact it into a very entertaining and informative lecture. 

Holmes's lectures, always well attended, were often sold out. Holmes, like Stoddard, 

gave many of his lectures in the form of a course that would be presented weekly over the 

span of a month or two. From the reviews of his lectures (featured in Appendix C) it is 

easy to see how informative and entertaining he could be. After the first part of his 

"Dizzy Days and Nights in Paris" lecture, the newspaper review stated that it was well 

attended, by not only the general population, but also by "many American Legion 

members who recently visited Paris with the Second A. E. F." The admiration for 

Holmes on the reviewer's part is apparent as he described the audience as "a group of 

Worcester 'tourists' in Mechanics Hall." This shows how well Holmes was able to use 

both spoken word and visual technologies when presenting his subject. He wanted the 
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members of the audience to feel as if they were transported from the hall; had traveled to 

Paris themselves and; when speaking of the lecture, felt that they experienced Paris 

directly. 

Holmes lectured in Mechanics Hall often many times in one year and may have 

appeared almost every year from 1914 until the early 1950's. Reviews can be found in 

the Worcester Morning Telegram,  and the Worcester Evening Gazette on many of these 

dates depending on popularity of the lectures and what other events were occurring in the 

area and nation on those days. In addition to the Paris lecture cited above, reviews are 

also available on "Japan in Korea," "Rome," "The Grand Canyon," "Northern Italy," and 

other topics. Most likely Holmes would have also taken an active part in many of the 

later Stoddard lectures. 

Holmes' photographs, motion pictures, slides, and projections were always a 

highlight of the travelogues. One of the first lecture series he gave in Worcester, entitled 

"With the Yanks at the Front," was reviewed with repeated statements about his 

"Splendid pictures of aerial activities..." and "The pictures are proof of what has been 

told and printed before and impress the public better than anything could." Reviews like 

these show his immense popularity throughout the United States and underscore the 

vividness of his pictures (Evening Gazette 02/17/1919). After Holmes' 02/05/1914 

lecture on "Japan in Korea," a Worcester Telegram  reviewer noted his use of colored 

pictures and of motion pictures. The use of motion pictures allowed Holmes to show "the 

ghostly dances which were far different than the up-to-date tango movements" 

(Worcester Telegram  02/20/1925). Holmes would often give his lectures as a series. On 

February 19, 1925, in his first lecture after several years' absence from Worcester, 
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Holmes presented Rome to a full Mechanics Hall audience. This lecture was followed by 

three other lectures covering the topics of "the Italian Alps, through the Riviera and one 

on Czecho-Slovakia" (Worcester Telegram 02/20/1925). 

When reading a Burton Holmes book, pulling one's eyes away from Burton 

Holmes' vivid illustrations long enough to absorb the immense amount of information 

contained in the words, one faces a challenge, as it must have been at the live 

travelogues, to pull one's eyes away from the vivid illustrations long enough to absorb 

the immense amount of information contained in the words. However, his words must be 

considered if one is to grasp the full impact of the lectures. When he speaks of the Grand 

Canyon, for example, he says that it 

has become for me a haunting memory, dwarfing all things that I have 

seen, belittling all the gorges, all the mountains that in the past impressed 

me, robbing the sun of Africa of its luster, causing the colors of the Orient 

to fade. I have to-day a new and totally different standard by which to 

measure all that I intend to see before the greater, the eternal journey is 

begun; and I am certain that in this life there is awaiting me no other 

spectacle equal to that afforded by the chasm of the Colorado. It has 

revolutionized my perceptions of the beautiful and the sublime (Holmes 

V.10 116). 

There is truly no way to explain the words that Holmes used while describing the places 

he had traveled without using his own words. In some cases Holmes' words must speak 

for themselves. 
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Technology: Travel Lecture to Travelogue 
Technology developed quickly from the years of Taylor's lectures until the end of 

Holmes' travelogues. Taylor delivered lectures that were accented by costumes. The 

audience would be able to use his costuming to visualize the images that Taylor had seen. 

Taylor was able to give the lecture from either his point of view or the point of view of 

the people about whom he spoke, and have it be just as believable to the audience. He 

was, however, not forced into doing this. A few methods of slide projection (mainly 

glass slides with a gas light projection) were available during his lecturing years. Taylor 

did not dip into the available technology, and instead kept his lectures mainly 

educational, with a touch of theater added. 

Stoddard had developed an early interest in both traveling and photography, and 

thus naturally toted a camera with him on all of his excursions. When he began lecturing, 

he took many of his photographs and created versions that could be projected by the 

magic lanterns of the time. A Magic lantern was an old version of a modern slide 

projector, thought to be magic because it made a small photograph appear to cover an 

entire wall or screen through a method unknown to most. These projections allowed 

Stoddard time to speak more extensively on the culture of each of the lands he visited. 

Stoddard did not have to belabor the landscape, landmarks, or views as Taylor did 

because Stoddard could simply project images of each of these aspects on to screens and 

allow the audience to quickly see them. 

Holmes trained under Stoddard and took many of his methods of lecturing into his 

own tours when he first started giving lectures. Just before the turn of the century, 

Holmes found that new methods of projection would have to be adopted in order to keep 
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SLIDE 

Figure 3: General Magic 
Lantern Device 

the audience as impressed with the visual aids as they had been with the "magic" that 

Stoddard presented to them. Holmes adopted motion pictures into his lectures and 

created the first true travelogues. The audience responded so enthusiastically to this 

innovation that it became the standard that all travel lectures followed. Holmes created a 

form of lecturing on travel topics that would last until the lectures themselves started to 

slip into the archives of the halls in which they were given. 

The introduction of photography into the travel lectures represents the first of the 

two major changes in technology. When Stoddard lectured, many kinds of slide 

projectors existed, and one could be found for almost any price range. The projectors 

differed in many ways. Some projectors were 

simple, single hole projectors that enlarged the slide 

proportionate to its distance from the screen or wall. 

The Projector would be powered by candle or gas 

light and project this light through a focal point 

where the slide was located (Figure 1). This was the 

basic operation of all of the projectors. Other styles had lenses built into them with the 

ability to enlarge and focus without moving the projector. They also differed in some of 

the following ways: how the slides were inserted into them, how many projection lenses 

were present, and how the lighting was set up. The first projection units were actually 

developed in the late 1700's, well before the first photography. These projectors would 

use glass slides that were hand painted. These slides quickly evolved to become long 

rectangles that contained four or five images showing a succession of images. These 

slides could then be used to create the effect of a moving image over a short three to five 
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TEE CHICAGO MODEL STEREOPTICON, 

second span of time. For the years that this technology was being used, it was largely 

impressive. One showman from the early 18` x' century used a projector that was on 

wheels, and projecting from behind the audience, to be able to better move the image 

while the still paintings were changing. One piece of a show that he put on had four or 

five still drawings, each in succession, showing a nun lifting and then bringing down a 

bloody knife. The projector would be moved forwards while this slide succession was 

being shown to give the audience the effect that the nun was coming towards them as the 

image grew (Fontanella Personal Interview). Around the mid 1800's slides evolved into 

film transparencies, printed directly from negatives and then loaded into a cartridge or 

carousel that would allow the performer to trigger the next slide. The speed at which the 

slides could be switched, as well as a larger number of lenses (Figure 2) being used 

allowed pictures to fade, overlap, and switch even quicker, created the ability for magic 

lanterns to show motion well before the dawn of motion pictures. The idea of motion 

projection was around long before 

photography as we know it was ever 

achieved. In the 1920's, short three to 

five minute shows of a scene would be 

accomplished using thin painted 

screens with many lights placed behind 

them. The Performer could then 
Figure 4: Duel Magic Lantern circa 1880 

switch certain lights on and others off 

to create the movement throughout the painting. One such performance showed an 

avalanche rolling down a mountain. A main set of lights would enable the audience to 
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see the mountain scene, while other lesser lights would show parts of the avalanche and 

could be progressively lit to create movement (Fontanella). 

Many of the projectors in Stoddard's time were gas lit. The brightness of the light 

controlled how a slide had to be set up. A fairly bright projector could project through a 

thin paper, while a dim projector would need a glass slide, most of which would need to 

be hand colored if color was required. The brightness also often controlled how far away 

from the screen the projector could be moved, and thus controlled the size to which the 

projection could be scaled. If a curved lens was present in the projector, the projector 

could magnify the image at a higher rate and allow the projector to be located closer to 

the front of the room. Stoddard would typically use a dual projector to allow him to fade 

one image into another instead of having a break between slides. This would be 

accomplished either with independent gas that could have the brightness adjusted 

manually, or with diaphragms that would open and close to cause the same effect. Either 

way, one projection would increase in intensity while the other decreased, thus causing 

the effect of the images fading together. At the time of Stoddard's lectures, a projector 

could either be manually fed, or run off of a cartridge. A cartridge allowed a smoother 

flow of slides, and easier organization. Because lectures were fairly well planned, a 

cartridge also offered the benefit of being able to have an ordered set of slides that never 

needed to be reordered. If the cartridge was dropped on a floor, or knocked around while 

traveling, there was a much slimmer chance of its causing a problem than if a stack of 

slides was put through the same treatment. A diagonal line could quickly be drawn down 

the length of the cartridge to show that the slides were in the correct order. 
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In the late 1800's, awhile after Stoddard turned the reins over to Holmes, motion 

pictures came into existence, and quickly gained popularity. Oscar B. Depue first met 

Burton Holmes while he was learning to be a projectionist. Holmes was seeking 

someone to operate a projector to display the slides that he had from an 1892 tour of 

Japan. Depue continued working with Holmes through much of his career. In 1896 the 

pair realized that motion pictures were quickly growing, and that this was a wonderful 

opportunity. In 1897 Depue set out to London to search for a motion picture camera for 

Holmes. He said that when he went to London, at this time the motion picture capital of 

the world, "I found little from which to chose, and the prices were exorbitant. I was 

forced to go to Paris to see what I could find there. The situation was almost as bad — 

with one exception. Mr. Leon Gaumont had a Demeny camera for 60-mm film — the only 

machine I could find in all of Paris... I was somewhat fearful of what I could do with this 

equipment, but nevertheless I purchased it and took the first train to Rome to join Mr. 

Holmes" (Depue 60). As Depue worked with Holmes, he slowly picked up the different 

techniques demanded by motion pictures. He states that it took him four or five film 

clips to figure out that he did not need some famous background to make a good movie, 

and that in fact, the main element was motion. His first few films would contain a 

beautiful building, but would last for half a minute before anything in the scenery moved. 

Throughout Holmes' years of giving lectures, the technology of motion pictures did not 

change extensively. The film quality improved as the years progressed and some small 

adjustments were made to technique, but the basic idea remained the same. 

Each time one of these new media was introduced into the travel lectures, the 

lecture itself was transformed. Stoddard was able to embellish his descriptions and cover 
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broader topics because he did not have to describe the way the land looked, the way the 

people dressed, or any of a hundred other things that could be seen through his pictures. 

Holmes was able to introduce movement through time into his lectures with the use of 

motion pictures. He could show a Japanese dance to the crowd and they would have no 

question as to how it appeared. He could show film of almost any action, and save 

himself hours of description throughout a lecture, thus being able to inform the people of 

more about a country than either Taylor or Stoddard could. Each change in technology 

created a more extravagant lecture, and truly was instrumental in converting the travel 

lectures of Bayard Taylor into the world famous Burton Holmes travelogues. 
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Conclusion 
Advancements in projection technology were a leading factor in the development 

of the travelogue of the early 1900's from the travel lectures of the 1800's. New ways to 

project images and motion pictures, in better quality and more rapid succession than was 

previously available, allowed lecturers to change their highly educational talks into a 

form of entertainment, and provide their audience with a wider view of the lands in the 

same amount of time as that which was provided to early travel lecturers. While image 

projections allowed the audience to see lands that they had most likely only heard of, 

motion pictures allowed them to preview what was to be seen throughout the world. The 

lectures of Bayard Taylor, John Stoddard, and Burton Holmes are excellent examples of 

the advancement of these technologies. Their travel lectures evolved from mainly 

educational talks to highly entertaining visual presentations. Each lecturer represents a 

period in a time when projection technology was quickly emerging. 
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Appendix A: Compiled Time Line of Lecture Dates 

The following list is based on information found in previous IQP's, information from the 

private collection of Joseph Lemire, and research at Worcester Public library and other 

Worcester area Libraries. Some information is not included in this table, since some 

dates could not be confirmed in Worcester Newspapers for various reasons. Some lecture 

dates could not be confirmed if reviews were not found. 

Dates of 
Lecture 

12/15/1854 

02/07/1856 

01/17/1861 

Lecturer 

Bayard 
Taylor 
Bayard 
Taylor 
Bayard 
Taylor 

Subject 

01/28/1864 Bayard Russia & the Russians 	 (postponed until 
Taylor 2/11/1864) 

12/31/1874 Bayard Egypt 
Taylor 

11/13/1879 Stoddard Northern Spain 
11/20/1879 Stoddard Southern Spain 
12/04/1879 Stoddard Central Europe 
12/11/1879 Stoddard Russia - St. Petersburg 
12/18/1879 Stoddard Russia - Moscow 
11/04/1880 Stoddard La Belle France 
11/11/1880 Stoddard Between Two Seas 
11/18/1880 Stoddard The passion Play of Ober Ammergau 
12/01/1880 Stoddard German Poets and Princes 
12/09/1880 Stoddard The Sultan's Paradise 
11/03/1881 Stoddard A summer in Scotland 
11/10/1881 Stoddard Down the Danube 
11/17/1881 Stoddard Florence and Pisa 
12/01/1881 Stoddard Sicily and the Neapolitan Shore 
12/10/1881 Stoddard From Mars Hill to Mt. Olivet 
10/26/1882 Stoddard Netherlands 
10/30/1882 Stoddard French Castles 
11/09/1882 Stoddard Switzerland 

Found Review 
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11/16/1882 Stoddard London 
11/23/1882 Stoddard European Mosaics 
11/06/1884 Stoddard Through England with Charles Dickens 
01/02/1885 Stoddard in France with Marie Antoinette 
11/10/1885 Stoddard Mary Queen of Scots 
01/09/1890 Stoddard Napoleon Bonaparte 
01/16/1890 Stoddard Napoleon Bonaparte 
01/21/1890 Stoddard Berlin in 1889 

01/16/1919 Burton Victory Lectures with the "Yanks" 
Holmes 

01/23/1919 Burton Victory Lectures with the "Yanks" 
Holmes 

01/30/1919 Burton Victory Lectures with the "Yanks" 
Holmes 

02/06/1919 Burton Victory Lectures with the "Yanks" 
Holmes 

02/05/1914 Burton Japan In Korea 
Holmes 

02/12/1914 Burton Panama 
Holmes 

01/13/1916 Burton Florida 
Holmes 

01/20/1916 Burton Down In Dixie 
Holmes 

01/27/1916 Burton The Grand Canyon 
Holmes 

02/03/1916 Burton The Panama Pacific Exposition 
Holmes 

02/10/1916 Burton California 
Holmes 

02/19/1925 Burton Rome X 
Holmes 

02/26/1925 Burton 
Holmes 

03/05/1925 Burton 
Holmes 

03/12/1925 Burton 
Holmes 

03/19/1925 Burton 
Holmes 

10/24/1927 Burton Dizzy Days and Nights in Paris X 
Holmes 

01/09/1952 Burton Northern Italy 
Holmes 
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Thu Jan 9 

Thu Jan 16 

Thu Jan 23 

Thu Jan 30 

Thu Feb 6 

Burton 
Holmes 
Burton 
Holmes 
Burton 
Holmes 
Burton 
Holmes 
Burton 
Holmes 

YEAR NOT 
FOUND 
Fri Feb 11 

Fri Feb 18 

Tue Feb 22 

Burton 
Holmes 
Burton 
Holmes 
Burton 
Holmes 

Tue Jan 11 
	

Burton 
Holmes  

Yellowstone National Park 

The Wonders of Thessaly 

More About Japan 

Cycling through Corsica 

West Indies 

Panama and The Suez Canal 

India Part 1 

India Part 2 

Burma and Ceylon 
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Appendix B: Index of the Private Collection of Joseph Lemire. 

• Announcement for Burton Holmes lectures being retold by other lecturers. 

• Burton Holmes announcements for travelogues given at Mechanics Hall: various 

years and topics. 

• December 23, 1992 Worcester Telegram & Gazette  clipping "travelogues premiere in 

Mechanics Hall" mentioning Burton Holmes. 

• Mechanics Hall Annual reports (most years from 1870-1952). 

• Mechanics Hall Bylaws (various years). 

• Mechanics Hall Travelogue seasons schedules and announcements: various years. 

• Personal Correspondence with: 

n Andre DeLavarre 

n Chicago historical Society 

n Kenneth Richter Productions 

n Library of Congress: Motion picture, Broadcasting & Sound Division 

n Polly Lindi, Mechanics Hall Publicist 

n Professor Hanlan 

n Thayer Soule 

n University of California — Los Angeles 

n Worldwise productions LTD 

• Printouts from Mechanics Hall travelogue database containing month, year, title, and 

lecturer. 

• The Sunday Gentleman,  Irving Wallace, Photocopies of sections pertaining to Burton 

Holmes 
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• Travel lecture announcements and advertisements for various lecturers who presented 

in the same years as did Burton Holmes. 

• WPI IQPs relating to Mechanics Hall: Various. 
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Appendix C: Index of Photocopies of Lecture Reviews 
Page Lecturer Topic Newspaper Date 

Cl Taylor Russia and the Russians Worc. Daily Spy 2/12/1864 

C2 Taylor Ancient Egypt Worc. Daily Spy 1/1/1875 

C3 Stoddard Northern Spain Worc. Daily Spy 11/14/1879 

C4 Stoddard Northern Spain Worc. Telegram 11/14/1879 

C5 Stoddard Southern Spain Worc. Daily Spy 11/21/1879 

C6 Stoddard Central Europe Worc. Daily Spy 12/5/1879 

C7 Stoddard St. Petersburg Worc. Daily Spy 12/12/1879 

C8 Stoddard Russia — Moscow Worc. Daily Spy 12/19/1879 

C9 Stoddard Russia — Moscow Worc. Telegram 12/19/1879 

C10 Stoddard Italy Worc. Telegram 11/19/1880 

C11 Stoddard Neapolitan Shore Worc. Daily Spy 12/2/1881 

C12 Stoddard European Mosaics Worc. Telegram 11/24/1882 

C13 Stoddard Downfall of Napoleon Worc. Telegram 1/17/1890 

C14 Stoddard Berlin Worc. Telegram 1/22/1890 

C15 Holmes Japan in Korea Worc. Telegram 2/6/1914 

C16 Holmes With the Yanks at the 
Front 

Worc. Gazette 2/17/1919 

C17 Holmes Rome Worc. Telegram 2/20/1925 

C18 Holmes Paris Worc. Gazette 10/25/1927 

Date refers to newspaper date. Lecture date is one day before newspaper date. 

David Christenson 
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PAv.-ccm TAvt.o ► .' 1.EcTurtp...—The lecture 

by Mr. Taylor on Russia and the Russians, 

- before the Lyceum course, last everrit4;,. 

tracted the largeSt attendance of the season ., 

(with the single • exception of that by Mr. 

L;ough. The lc'cture was of great interest, 

being philosophical in its char: u 	 and giving 

a picture of the people of Russia as they are, 

(.:OrreCtin;.: ► 11:111y 	 Ht . :ts of them that 

art. prevalent. Mr. Tavb tr described the three 

general rac es (It' which the p , pulation ()r 

Ntisia consists,- with • their hundred tribes, 

their complicated political organization, and 

tht:ir religion. (tt the emperor lie said he was 

a man among men; often to be seen walking 

in the streets alone, or driving his own (•111- 

rm .,2-,P. lit was. in the lecturer's estimation, 

the lir;zt sovereign in Europe, hieing holiest, 

true,-calm, clear-minded ;Loci firm, and no t 

weak or intepperate as charged by his ene-

mies. On the %vhole trio lecture was of more 

tln4n ordinary value, both in the amount of 

informatibn and - the interesting manner in 

which it was pr.e.se.nted.,... 



TI1 E I. ECTUIZE SI.: ASO •---- • -•- - • 

ltayalat Taylor on —Ancient t.:! yet " 
The cold weather thinned out the usual 

/Lyceum audience last evening, but M echanics 
_II.,111_.  was about two-thirds filled with an 
audience eager to greet Bayard Taylor and 
listen to his very interesting lecture on 
"Ancient Egypt." The lecturer appeared 

4 
ipromptly, was warmly welcomed, and began 
lby noting t-he fact mentioned by Wendell 
Phillips iu one of his lectures, that most of 
the boasted discoveries of this age are really 
only re-discoveries of what was known to the 
forefathers. Civilization is older than we 
are willing to admit, and to form a just 
estimate 01 our own wisdom it is necessary 
to trace civilization backward. For this pur-
pose he proposed to discourse of "Ancient 
Egypt." In the first place, he said, the 
country might claim to be especially set 
aside as the home.  of a favored race of men. 
A climate absolutely without stortn,a watery 
highway extending the entire length, 
an ocean on the north, • an im- 
passable desert in the west, and 
only a narrow neck of land to connect 
it with.Asia, truly no other people were ever 
so favored by nature for rapid growth in 
wealth and civilization, and so protected 
from invasion. 

The first start of the ancient Egyptian civ- 
•ation is buried in obscurity, but the esti- 
.ted time must have been at least 10,000 

years ago. Three centuries before Christ a 
history of the country was compiled from the 
ancient records, in which thirty-three dynas-
ties are chronicled. The earliest of 'these 
dynasties of which any- ruins have baen 
found is the third, and these all testily that 
a long period of progress must have preceded. 

One of the most wonderful things about 
this wonderful country is the loss and re-
discovery of the ancient Egyptian alphabet. 
The lecturer then told of the finding of three 
inscriptions, side by side, one in Greek, 
from which it was learned that the inscrip-
tions were a decree of the priests, in which 
it was decreed that the announcement 
should be made in the three differ-
ent languages. Thus a key was found 
to the mysterious Egyptian :Hieroglyphics, 
and patient research led to the discovery, 
first, that they were not arbitrary signs, but 
veritable letters, and that the alphabet con-
tained 25 characters; and second, the great 
key, that the Coptic language is only a later 
and corrupted form of the ancient Egyptian. 
These famous discoveries were first pub-, 
lished to the world in 1822. For sonic time 
after that, investigations were carried on at 
random, and it is only within the last tea 
years- that intelligent investigation began. 
Eight years ago the German scholar, Lepsius, 
discovered• another . stone with inscriptions 
in three languages which proved conclusive- 

hat the hieroglyphics had been correctly 
„erpreted. 

Then came the great discoveries of the 
French scholar, Marielte, who discovered 
ancient Memphis, the oldest city of the 
world, and is now carrying on explora-
tions there under the official patronage of 
the-government, which have already resulted 
ill the most valuable historic collection in 
the world. 1114 discoveries have already not 
only proved that Dienes, the first king, was 
a real person, but also that lie was probably 
the inventer of the firSt written language. 
From the records latest discovered, Mariette 
estimates that Menes reigned about 5000 
years before the Christian era. The astron-
omers of that time first divided the t'ircle 
into 300 parts and they calculated the years 
not by moons, as the itebrews did, but by 
the sun. They had no leap year, but cal-
culated so nicely that they added"a j'ear once 
la 1400 years. According to the records of 
such accurate men as these must have been, 
the third dynasty must have begun about 
4400 B. C., or more than 6000 years ago, 
and yet the paintings and carvings of those 
days appear as - fresh. as though painted yes-
terday. it is not generally known that iu 
those early days woman was considered the 
equal of man. She was styled, in the inscrip-
tions on the tombs, "the supreme mistress of 
the family," and the sons frequently took the 
mother's instead of the father's name. 
Women too sat on the throne, and all the 
records prove that the assertions of the 
woman suffragists of today that women have 
always been in a state of subjection, is glar-
ingly false. The relics and the portraits of 
these early . people 'show tharbey were a 
race of*adies 'and gentlemen, nd that they 
had reached a state of civiliztition as high, 
if not higher, than our own. The age of 
Rameses has always been considered 
the age of---the ." greatest pro-
gress in civilization; ,but the records of 
previous periods proves that the age of 
greatest progress was at least 2000 years 
earlier than the ago of Rameses,' and that 
during the period between the end of the 
tenth and the beginning of the eighteenth 
dynasties, ther9,was a very marked falling 
ott in civilization. During this period, and 
when the nation was weak byreason of in-
terital dissentions, the shepherd race (un-
questionably of Tarter origin), InVaded the 
country.' - 

The ancient mythology was . based, 
like the Greek; on the forces of nature, and 
its highest type was time• Each Go;:l. 
represented some force in nature and sothe 
-animal -. was taken • to typify it... This 

naturally 	 det• , riorated 	 into 	 animal 

	

hut ' 	 a worship, 	 people 	 so 	 far 
advane•d as the Egyptians could not 
have worsdiipped the mere brutish element. 
'['lie i u early adopted the policy of keep-
ing the mysteries of their religion exclusiv -ely 
to themselves. Later, they became a power-
ful cast, deified their kings, and contributed 
v .y greatly to the final overthrow of the 

--'7' 74e-s -Their, kings were deified while 
iving. The Roman Emperors were deified 

after death. Later, kings were content to 
he called "kings by divine right." Later 
still, "kings by the grace of God," and in 
the future, perhaps nut far distant, may be 
content to be called "kings by the will of 
the people." The time of Joseph's dwelling 
in Egypt is placed during the reign of one of 
the shepherd kings, not only because the 
chronology agrees, but because foreign kings 
would have been more likely to appoint 
a foreign ruler titan the proud and haughty 
native kings, and because - the Shepherd 
kings removeti the capital. to .  the 
ancient Zoar of the Bible. Other sure 
proofs are found of the captivity of . the .. Ife-

'brews and of ,t.tielP--bardships while in 
Egypt, and it is noW agreed that the son of 
I .Zameses . must have been the Pharaoh of 
the Exodus. The fact that Moses was 
brought' up in the shadow of the courts, 
nd learned saw Egyptian laws and the mys-
erious religious principles which were con-

cealed by the priests, explains how these 
principle's 'were embodied in his code of laws. 
But Moses freed himself from the grossness 

'of the Egyptian religion, and raised himself 
to the belief in the one true Jehovah. Un-
questionably the sacred literature of the 
ancient Egyptians - was the model 
from which the form . and . style of 
the sacred writings of the Hebrews was 
taken, and the I febrew culture was based on 
that of Egypt. - 

To that eastern corner of the Aiediter-
ranean we must turn for the basis of our 
laws, our sciences, our arts or religion. 
The fame of Greece and Rome is well known,. 
but Egypt was the mother of them both. The 
cause of the decline of Egypt was unques-
tionable, because the people were tired of 
the work of progress. They cried out we are 
already far in advance of our forefathers and 
of our neighbors, the nation became conser-
vative, tyrannical and dead. And so while 
Egypt instructs she also warns us. While 
her splendid civilization and achievements; 
put to shame our self conceit, her history 
teaches us the danger of becoming so con-
servative as to sit ' idly down and perish 
while contemplating the glories of the dead 
past. 

C 2.  



Yicturrw of INortherti. 
• 

John L. S ipHldadd eave the opening lecture of 

his course, :it .Mechamcs Hall, last night, to a 
•large audience. Ile commanded the closest at-
Limtion as he gave with animation and greatdo-

cuCy an ac.'count-of some of the chief objects of 
interest to the traveler in the northern portion 

. of Nail). The accompanying views, which 
were thr,rt-rr-ttpon 0. very large set een,.are un-
cutninonly tine, • followed one after another in 
rapid succession. ()lie would fado' into another 
,:xactly at the proper second and just as it was 
needed to illustrate iiu lecture, winch was no-
where hrOken by ‘•alIS or moments of hesita-
tion.• It followed that 'the *entertainment %vas 
one of unallbyed pleasure. Mr. Stoddard's en-
thusiastic, Olientimes poetic descriptio us , 
corded swill' with the ‘vild scenery or ancient 
monuments ,which stimulated them. Storting 
from the viYhtering place of Biarritz the auoience 
were taketi gram the Bay ot Biseny over the Py 
renees to tilt; city of Burgos, whose cathedral 
was very lolly described. A very minute de-
scription waS given of the Eseurml, that levia-
thau•gf architecture built by the gloomy nod 
cruel bigot Philip II. on a most desolate site. 
Madrid, with; its magnificent royal palace and 
splendid art gallery, the ancient city of Toledo 
and the lonely river Tagus, with no sound or 
sign of comMerce upon it, all furnished the lec-
turer ampl..: ri.cope for his eloqueuceand his life- 

illustrattlons. Next week he will find ill 
southern Spai n a yet more fruitful field. 



TII E STODDARD COUASE. 
An Evening in Northern Spain. 

;Obi groddard opened him course of 11-; 
lm ratad. li:ctures L-From Madrid to Moileow," 
at :4fechanles Itai1, Jut evening s  and was 
pr ted by a 1 . 1rze . and interrsted audience. 
Ae tig.on the: theory that a pecespury prelirni-
na y to ajotirney from Madrid to Mostow is to 
ge to"Madrid, he began the trip at Biarritz, a 
its lonxble watering-place IF on the Bay 
of Biscay, . on. the . boundary between 
Fr nee and . 'Spain. _Here  were shown 
so e beautiful marine views and pictures 
of a pnlattial,stimmer;residence of the ,..Empress 
E srenle4 Then -followed. numerous' views In 
th Pi retires, showing closely crowded moun-
t& s, perilous raviaes,...and engineilng fri-
t] .  pits in The construction ofbridges, viaducts 
nt tunnels for the.railway,. • by which the tray-, 

ell r, aPproai bes Burgovq .: whose distant and 
r.a..pects were shown, together with its 

m goille;ent catnedral, whose twin -towers are 
w  M  nderral illustrations of gothic architecture in' 
it extreme eitiort_scenee.i. ;. 

ext came the E.cu 
wn granite, built by 
of the gridiron on 
tied. ItO.  massive 
experiences of a' 

ited, and the autti 
,t( Madrid, where the oat conspicuous object 

nous of dollars.. This . 
w s the. Magnificent $uLtce built by Phillip IV., 
at a'cust of over five., il  
was. they. au* Ct of numerous gorgeous views, 

qe3enting tneTrado, the statue' of Cervantes 
(1 varioug fountains, and rraginents o f archi-

tecture. 1 by piclure gallery here, tilled with 
rare gt nit from the old 'musters, the throne 
row and.the min idor leading to the queen's 

, w 1 . L Its .wealtii,of blAstuary, , were all 
s town and Cfraeribed. 	 • . 

The uvxt city, and the cnd of last evening's 
jt °meg, was Toledo, whose - situation, on al- 
t oft inaccessible end's, around which the Tatais-
f rani a nututtil.moat, was shown in a series. of 
c aruilug views. Its Alcazar, the palace lic- 

occupied by • Gothic, Moorish and 
nris tan rulers, and Its beautfol cathedral, 
ere shown film] various points of 'view, and 

glootninesm of the city and the ionehoess of 
.t ce 	 rivtr were pointed- out as 	 the 
r of the. rtpresslon • which buy  
eJverywiii re In 4paln pri•vented internal de-
*ffloprent . and the establishment of commerce 

tid industry. The hot view, of the city bathed 
11 1  tbegorl.Teuus c.nloritig or a Spanish sunset, 

ns hatisid with applause. 
Sext'!'itirsdity evening the Journey will In-

clude Cordova, Seville,- Granada, and Gibralbtr, 
xind will be eveninore rich In Must:ration and 
Interest than . last, evening's. trip. 

h. 
to 
b 
in 

al, a monster palsee of 
Phillip II., ' as a rnemen-
Weft* kit. LawrenCe was 
roportionr, and the chili-
lett to its Interior,' were 
i ce were than advanced' 

C y 



The Stoddard Lecturcm. 
.L L. -  Stoddard delivered the second of his 

entertaining and instructing lectures btu-Fore; a 
large audience in Mechanics Hall last evening, 
again captivating his hearers by his pleasing 
descriptions, well told incidents of traKel; and- 
beautiful views, as he took them through south-
ern Spain,•making his principal stopping placer, 
Seville, Cordova and Grenada. Tnec5e historica:- 
ly romantic cities. with their varied and'irre-
sistible :attractions, were, by the aid of the 
beautiful views, placed before the audience, as 
they cannot • be placed • by a mind picture, no 
matter how brilliant it may be, and a lasting im-
pression of their vastness and elaborateness left 
on the minds of those who heard the deserip-

. tions and saw nit: views of the places described. 
Mr. Stoddard opened the lecture by a tnief ref-
erence to the•natural beauties of the south of 
Spain, saying that in the mouth of May, when 
he saw them, the fields eould,only be compared 
to carpetS. of rubies and golden flowers. The 
discomforts to which the traveler by rail must 
submit were just touched upon in getting to Se-
ville, where some little time was spent in v:sit-
ing the Moorish mosque, after which Cordova 
and Grenada were :visited, particular attention 
being paid to explaining the Alhambra. In the 
eoursc of the journey tile audience witnessed a 
Spanish bull fight, which was graphically de-
scribed as various features were presented. 
At the rock of Gibraltar the audience will rest 
till Dee. .1:11,-  when they Nv i I gather, under 311•. 
Stoddard's guidance, "Souvenirs of Ccntral 
Europe." 
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1. 	 • 	 4 	 ., 	 • 	 . 
. Mr. John I. Stoddard gave the . thfrd if Ills 

course or lectures •on European; tray 1 n Ile- _ 
.chanIcs hall at , evening! . before a* 1 r e '.and 

• i 	 . well• pleased audience. .111s rubJect.;was ',SOU_ 
venirs or Qentral Eirrope," .  and,4,tlie ev nine's 

rhivir Journey included a series of ' 	 s r oreIgn 
triveljoln0 Iry a thread . of de tlpt m. 	 . 
' Beginning with Baden-Baden . th o e.e fa-

mous gambling' resort, the ., spectatot s or. the 
exc•lle ► t ratereOptIcon views Were is en . In 
turn to the beautiful sights of Heldelber , Ams-
terdam, Antwerp, lirussein and Funtaln !eau 
At' Baden-flatten was shown tIrk the 	 ilroad 
station end the surrounding village, 	 It Ily 
In a piettir•r'qtle • .position , by the river 
and mouatains. • , Anic.sig tile many. eautt-
fill pieturts that were Airesentell of II new in 
and around t ► im faildonableMecca or 'urope 
wa. one which th.i,rvessume

,
thIng more than a 

c.apiral refrence. The speaker In, d rising 
'•fhe cascades or 4;eroisteln,7 In 'titre ivirons 
or the Illa(lk Forest, alluded to the b autitul 
legends of the fairy forms. which nigh iv pets, 
pied the els'a ► loi, that as swan 'upon the canvas 
came tumbling and laughing from the d • pttis or 
the forrst4 At this . , point the pictur slowly 
faded from -view, the cmocade changtn grad-
nallY Into one • or -the v‘-ry mermaids o which 
the lecturer Spoke. . .. • .. 

The villa of the Empress, and the I etel 'of 
Mr. Mesmer,. who Is the host of royalty during 
is 'Summer visit, were shown. The buildi g with 
min.e lib.OrIc assocktions thia any' nt er, •ai 
the out , 'attains-house, which Is nor trans-
fOrtried:Into a library and . rending-roO At 
the entrance of: one of the building,. yri Muted- 
linden, %Odell wi's shown, was a bustlof Emper• 
or iillliarti. Made from 'a block of marb e 'Which 
was Pont from Paros to )Home nineteen 'unfired 
years itizol for the ptiruose of making..a list for 
t!ie Emperor Augustus.. :N'ot being u ed for 
that fon ?.- mane re.is‘in, it.remained to , 1 ,  sculp-
tured IntO.the likeness of the' leader or tie Ala 
;ion .w hid) In olden times proved the I 'incline 
foe of theinomanm. 1 . 

Ileidelbl •rg wrs the next objective po nt, and 
here was visited the famous calti• bete in; tar 
name Or the town, the (;erman Alhamb a, now 
fast going to ruin. -The ditierent Intr or and 
exterior v, fowl+ of the castle were•descri sd with 
the viyhruces of an ►pt witness, and a - almost 
every rock and ruin was ..invested wi h sonic 

• iistorIcIm ►ortanc•, the lecturer found a.  broad- 
hook; orlinteresting retillnicenc,es. 	 ''rising 
through the enlists of Amsterdam, 0 erhung 
with plai n t Dutch horses, said merely lancing 
at the ♦ ∎  lies and windmills of _Holland the an-
dience oUnd trieniseives upon the quay of Ant-
werp

;. 
 City sacred to the memory of 1 eubens.‘ 

Here v!isits {core pelt! .  In ',rapid 	 a ccesolon 
to ."The. 	 House 	 or 'Charles Yl ' !•Thc 
Home 1 of 	 Reubens," 	 "Tho 
dral." and the ;.;rand •'llourer." Aft.- aelittohu"; 

.  

of 1111.14m11.1 ..t ► e miniature Paris. it ' alt was 
mane at t• 'ontainebleau. around whose ► ark and 
pillaCe CI lila tnetuories of departed so ere1gns, 
and with the view.; of the departtnents of Na-
poleon 11 d Joseplilno came nany, his ►  inc de- 

tails. '1' le me & intention of Napoleon nut illy Rug ;  .. 	 . 
gested Waterloo, and a fiNing visit w a matte 
to the dr d of "s ellington's triumph; her a, again, 
the facts and•da.la of'.-history were rend fl ed pal-
atahle by the photottruphet's art, and' the e failing 
fortunes of tire completed 'Emperor .wets 101- 
!owed 'batik to the - taircaae and court yard of 
Anieu" In the palace, of Forlfaluableau, wive 
Napoleon bade a mad farewell to the battered 
remnants of 1.1s Old Guard. 



M.r. Stoddard delivered his fourth lecture be-
fore a.larg6 audience, at Mechanics Hall,last 
evening, confining- himself to .St.Petersburg. 
Beautiful viewsof the churches, streets, bridges, 
and rilaces of the czar were shown, the lecturer 
not only showing. his audience the exteriors, but 
is many cases the interiors, witli -their elaborate 
decorations and workS of art-to be found in the 

}i,ty,.the plan of which Peter the Great con-
ceiveu and executed at an enormous cost; both 
iu money and human lives. . Next week come: 
the last leCture in,the . course, in which Nihilism 
will be treated at some length, in connection 

with MoScocv. 
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I . 	 • 
II STODDARD. COURSE. 

i * 	 . 	 .. 	 • 	 . 
send fliterestlitir Clueing* 

. 	 • i 	 Lecture. . 
The dna lectnre.in the series which Mr. 'John. 

L. Hogia tett has been giving In Mechanics Hall, 
up in Europe's's' travel,f.took place last evening. 
A very large andience was present, nearly tilling 
he hell. Tile subject Of this lecture was "Rua- 

31oscow." . 	 I • 

_Before presenting the stereopticon views, 
which form the basis; of these . lecturers. the 

:1;perlo•r mentioned brt4fls the rallies and prey"- 
ent aspe.:t. of Russian •Niliillsus. 1Vtiat, the, 
sip.• .siker esker!. 'lore this word of ominous Im-. 
post mean?, ' Througitout this great. empire, 
which• compri,,e,. • one-tenth of "the terres-
trial. surface or the• globe,". one commou 
feeling pervades the priople—st feeling or discon- 
tent .  with h existing entire, Tires NIhtUsre repre-' 
sent-11'1a slite:ontent ;• they . hold that. there is 
noth'ing In the 'present structure of society 
worth preserving. There is good reason for 
this.olscontent. tvery department of the guy-
ernasent is tilled wit l0Corruption. • The emauci-
VatetlFerfA ere as' badly off as the great land-
oeners. Their ernanetpation .  leis transferred 
the ►  nom one tyranny to smother. . Th/y are 
;placed In the cOmmusiLitIc villages which are 
:loaded wills heavy dente, and 'pay exorbitaut 
laud taxes,. and wheie everytntug they earn 
gore into'the common stock. Aline st nothing 
Is paid by rue govertanetst for education. Nine-
ty-tive per cent. or the population • cannot read 
and write. ' • . • •••• 

The oppressions still heaped upon the Poles 
wore •der:Itibed. To,.; goverumeut, .accordiug 
tp the testimony of 'Air Minister, 31r..Jewell, Is 
striving to force a greet lellgious sect, allied 
•the Roman Catholics, pito. the Greek Ch ch. 
Teir,ble Outragy4 are Perpetrated. ThIr peas-
ants were recently kill ,t1 lu one gllla Merci-
lees wtelleleurtfiYra fr•queutly• slime ed to, wo-
men anu;chisdren beIng•-amongithe victims of 
the lash, while the tleide are r..vished by Cos-
sacks st - el the hard Working peasants redriCad 
lo•p•nury.. I •  

No itupniun.can tras'el In a.' foreign country 
without the perielsnion of Ills government. The 
exponent/4,0f the prevailiug. discontent are ter, 
rtuly punt'-hed. A•PrOfeator,a.histurical writer, 
was recently forbtsiden .to ountioue hie leetures 
ua account of his liberal opinionsotnsi more than 
WO. nutvers.tY students have bet, exiled to 81-
bes ia for the same reason. The mortelity, In 
linsefal prisoms on am:it:int of cruel treatment is 
extreme. The hors ors of the Journey of the ex-
iles to the laud of baniatiment were depicted. 
Tne great mires of these sufferers are political 
prisoners—students, .Iprofettiors, philosophers, 
poets, even'fitir young girls, .merely suspected! 
of hoetiiity to the government, and who Ini-
quently have been acCurded no fair trial. • • 

DeUbtless•many violent and terrible deeds are 
eotrimitted. by extreme Nihilists, but such deeds 
should be looked upon In the frame-work of 
their own.cliak suiroundings... SIX hundred of 
the privileged clam! of Rusela'have recently 
beiu "sentenced to thberla without trial. These 
banishments are four or five times as numerous 
Under the present Czl ►r as•under hie predeces-
sor.• Thew are two 1115, 610UB of• Nifitilets--one 
welder- ate, re-eking liberty. without force or -  'Mo-

. lestize, the other ready to u.e pbstot,and dagger 
In.the sauce cause. • Nihilism is not dying out; 
Rh( grov.Ing. The time will come when: Raul& 

be cutupelled lutes :  i course of Justice and 
narrcy.. 	 , 	 . 4  . 	 , 	 - • 

After thls'prelude;1 series 'of •views of the 
city ofatuecow wars presented ,  and deaaslixd, 

. Including the general aspect• of tire . city, .and 
many of Its churches,' princely reptdenet*,-; and 
arelie4 gainways.. ,Three views ,of the church of 
,nt.. Basil *era especially beautiful. 'The close 
was a serlk. of dim...airing and cliAngiut views 
of the horning of liosolw, culminating In one In 
which 0(NapOldon appeared la the 

r,t the deoepod city; 



The slipiA(litud 2,cc1urve. 

Tlie ! cl ►sing lecture in the Sto(id;,rd cour..42 

W:1;.,  given M. )It•ChitniC !Nil lit.-t evening, the 

subjbA:t, being Moscow, NVIL11 a, 1111111kt aceom ► :t-

nwient. The course has bpeti ow! of till inot 
popular ever given in this city, and has com_ 

billed instruction with entlirtainment, 	 Ills ac- 
count of the -  nihilists was quite interesting. 
NVithout attemptiug to theorize on the origin of 
It sect which , is shrouded in Mystery, he consH-
cred it as undonbtedly the outgro'th of the ex- 
tended feeling of discontent which' pervades all 
classes from the frozen harbor of Afchangel to 
the shores of the Caspian sea. Among the 
caust'.s of the prevailing diseo,ntent is the uni-
versal corrtiption of government billcials, a 
state of things.,)1 which we have seen a minia-
ture in New YOrk under Tweed. . The . serls were 
I reed front tilt tyranny of one master only to he 
:subject to the tyranny of niany. In lussia no 
man can travel withont a HisspOrt from the 
government, and one instance was narrated 
wirer,: the pr ► perty of a Russian nobleman was 
confiscated because. he happened to be sick 
and die in Italy a few weeks alter his 
year's leave of absence had ,expired. The 
speaker describel the cruelty pl -aCtiSt'd upon 
the Siberianextles who ;1I'e L'011ipt.'lltql to work 
in the mines. The strongest do not survive 
more than ten years, and generally not inure 
than four years. The nihilists are diVit'ed into 
two great pal ties—the cunservative and the 
rallical.  The conserva.tives favor the gi ad wil 
reformation ot the government by peaceable 
Illealli; the radicals are for revolution at any 
cost. Nihilism is the protest of a hatluil gnadvd 
R.) desperation by the tyranny of its rulers. 
Turning from  nihilism and the political 
state of the country, I r. Stoddard devoted 
• the remainder of his lecture to Moscow, 
the ancient capital of Muscovy, which lie de-
scribed a's standing on the horder land between 
the Orient and the Occident, and partaking of 
the barbarism of the east and the civilizqtion of 
the west. The audience was invited to inspe .ct 
the churches, monasteries, and shrines of the 
city, and tO Visit the :11);11.Illelit7; ill the vo . itl 
palaces. An amusing iceount of a niglit in a 
RU:n Sia.13 hotel VT as given, and the srrqker won 
.ttle sympathy of some of his hearers who have 
been-, untortunate in their hotel accommoda-
tions. Views were given of the great bell, the 
Church of St. Basil, Ivan's Tower, and the va-
riouS buildings included in the Kremlin. The 
views of the .buruiug of MOSCOW were among 
the litiestshown, and th© descriptions were full 
of interest, the passages iu which allusion %Vas 
made to i Napoleon's fall being received with 
'harked attention. 



That !!!lotitiarti Lecture'', 
T1m• It rtl of ithe popular Stt.d•dard lectures 

was give! 	 AleclittnieS Hall-  last  evetting. • the 
•haIl belt)• , ert)wd'etl, and 	 .titc;ildard again 
(annul:Int Ing- tht adatir:ttiJa 	 hearers by 

- the exec:I.:nee u0 his• descrIptIomi, 	 his .. cap- 

tivating itiw of languttg('. - While "The .rits-
ston lila) was an  :is the Principal lea- 
tut e of t e evening's lectur•,• the lecturer took 
time to.. peak el: the charming lake : setluery- of 

'Italy, an I the in'any. dillleulties encountered in- 
• reaching Ober A mutergau.' Considerable time 
Iv:is 'epeu on the. shore:cur 1.akt• C.nuo,.atitung 
the chart iit1r ydlati and. exquisite; lantkeapes, 
brief des !riptions being give_tf. of; some of the 
more 	 p •u.utineet ' scenes itT• - 11tilaggiO 	 anti ) an 
Serbellut I , 1 after 	 which 	 Lake. ,Jlag!. tore 

maiest.ic • envii•ount;etil, v lrv> > 
of whit. 1*, !!y.tlayli,.,lit- and • moonlight were 
preseetet • .• The jr.asa.,;(i aerosk . the • Alps 
was hu Healy inade, :only thelsnow: capped 
peaks rising prominently •near the pass being 
shvwn p eviutis to a visit. t.l tint el armitigji,   iu- 
tcrestin,: siirroOtilings or Lake C mist:ince, the 

of Arenberg, the !birthplace of Napoleon 
11!, the apartments of llortenst•, a ttl the pavil. 
Hiltanki.;ard .011 	 iittet•sting. 

b•ing 	 !tell ill eopp,T.iou with the 
(10*ft:rem lucalitics'and.the- pernottaes who .1:avt.1 
.inatie tit ut lanttnis Iltrally with their beautiful 
surrount trigs. • A brief aceount.of the •appear- 
an•e•of t iv. 	 ut (Pier ,1111ai• 'gat!, with its 
people : 	 hou•Les awl every day ..4ecties, led 
tip to tilt "P.ysion Piay" itself; which was de- . 

 scribed i I a very intt.iestittg manner, the Ice-
. tttrer s:ating that it was the grandest and BIWA 

repieSentation he hail ever' seen 
upott 	 i Ie star e, 	 and, 	 contrary • to the 
•en...rid 1 eller; artititlally as well its hirtnical-
ly merit rious, the partictr;nts beitigHtmotigi 
the most accomplished actors - tin rieettiret' had; 
ever stmt ,•atul .prementin....; the d ► ITerent charat•J. 

 ter; iti a thoroughly :artistic manlier. The lec-
turer •I n L eel titan ler Oat,- purpose oc correcting a 
lat-e in!t session, he-would state that those par-
ticipant! .  lit the play • ate wood tarveiS; %s Ito 
have al. o been trained all theii• lives to the 

114•1641 	 lilt! 
, Play," study the wutslis ut . other 

writers, nil enact. their most celebrated play
The • %ill. ge of 	 Amitivigatt its pi itseit a .  

..testing itlaee , asio ►  Iron) the ititt•re•t.. 
attachlo• to it trt,nl the — Passion. Play," which 
has ,giVeu vilial:t• a world .  wide telebrity. 

tutu ens:U.10:1:ot the tie,cripiit Ir4t of a 17-act 
platy, 	 'day inLo about hall tilt! 
ok:etipiol by' an eventm.Cs. l•cturt, is no easy .  

Mutt Mr. Sylldard; by his entertaining 
running de,criptioll, handsome.  :Illtottation:-,. 
and pt•rs ,cal ot those :rust:titling, 
OP: print !pal stievert1.4 
giving irs aild11•1:1!*, 	 Idea (A 
the win.: awl Ito .v it is present. 11.; 
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:\tr. Stoddanl tool; his atnlience throu,:-.11 
and a1on(2-  the :\:eapolitati shore last 

e .vening, slio\vintii,. them an excellent variety 
of every da.\-  scenes, an(1 rela1iT12; int icic lit of 
his (_‘xperienc)' \•ith the hotels, eah dri\ - ••s 
and macaroni caters. -.1 Lis (lescript ion of Ve-

siivin, a11t1 Pompeii NVt.'1:0 1))liO1Vc(1 

\\lit.11  (:10:4 (,tiC :I•COIllpally-

ing views slio\ving very clearly many promi-

nent points of interest. The closing lecture 
next \\•e•l; Nvill he "U'rom ...n lars" Hill to -ft. 



• THEE STODbARD LECTURES. 1 j 
The laSt of ihe .. Series Of lectures in th 
.oddar.d course was iv ell in Mechanic:i 

trail - . last ov'ening to a good-sized . au-
(hefice, the lecturer taking for his subject 
"1 uropeam Mosaics!' descriptions 
.were very interesting, and the views 
shown were those of the home of so many 
English SoYereignS, the historicat - Wind-, 
s6r Castle and its surrounding. groUnds, 
•Where for Many :years• have dwelt the 
kingg of England. • France was then vis- . 

 :iied, and the .variou:4 resting places ofs the 
lkines of the ;families of nobility of 1.that 
dpuntry ;were shown. The faniousi. and 
Wonderful St. Goth Iard tunnel was inext .  

• -and :the traveler. taken through. 
the different :portions of this great toad- 
Way from one country to another, a. stop 
lleingmade at the l)civil's bride, Made 

. famous by a .terrible battle years ago,Ifoi. a 
ciose.examinatiOn of that battle field in 
the heart' of thc . .Alps: . 'he audience .  were 
ttleti taken. through Switzerland, that land. 
of :wondrous iscenery, • 'Ind thence • on. to • 

. Germany, where the 3olognd Cathedral . and..  other plaees, werp isited. The views .  
were exeelleilt", and th lecture one of pe-

interes.t. 	 . 
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1_, 
TH1E CRITERION ObU1lli3E. 

1 	 • 	 • 
Jobs' 14 Stoddard's Loeture on Us* 

1 ••• I Demand' of Xapoloon. 
The sixthintertainment of the Criterion 

course Was given at Mechanics hall, last 
night, When John L. Stoddard, who has 
often *fors faced)  Worcester. audiences, 
gave the second of his sere of two lecture. 
on Na loon, giving the do 'Wall of the em-
peror.  

Mr. toddard's lectors was ona of - • the 
finest e er given. by him in • this citv. and 
vividly rtrayed the last scenes in the Hie 
of the Corsican. The greatta ppart of the 
leotute as spent on the lite of Napoleon vat 
St. Helena. The character and seli•sacri• 
nottigt qmalitletot Josephine were spoken of, 
and also bar.  deyotton Nepolson, View!' 
of the'libale of the econercr at St. Helena 
Were xiVent ' and the pathetic story of his Ufa 
there told. 



IN BERLIN. 
John L. Stoddard's Lecture in the Crl , terion Coarse. 

"Berlin in Eighteen Hundred and Eighty- 
nine" was the subject of John L. Stoddard's 
lecture in the Criterion course, at 2dechan-
les hall, last evening. 

The lecturers after a brief introduction, 
took his audience at once into the German 
capital and thereikept them for almost an i., 
hour and a half, traveling through the mag• 
nit cent streets, looking in upon the abodes . 

 of royalty and talking about the kaiser and 
the "iron chancellor." 
. The lecturer described effectively the 
manner in which the cabmen of Berlin are 
kept in control. He compared them with 
American hackman, saying that they are to 
the latter as the domesticated dog .. Is to the 
wolf. He also spoke of the .horse oars and 
the manner of taking fares, all barbarous 
gongs, and pocket pistol bell pane:thee being 
dispensed with. 

The famous "linter den Linden," one of 
the celebrated streets of the world, be de. 
scribed and  interestingly. H e 

 referred to a statuary, of which this street 
has more than any other to the world, and 
noted the fact that all are military tguras. 
Indeed, the great controlling sentiment of 
the Brahman pertains to the military and 
the war. 

The buildings on linter den Linden, the 
museum the °pile house, the royal theater, 
the tallier's palace and other buildings, 
were described, then the lecturer had some- 
thing to say about Kaiser William, Freder-
ick the noble, the monarch of 90 day's and 
the new kaiser. Es drew an especially_ 
,beautiful piatura of the late Frederick's life 
and work, so soon cut off, and of his loving 
intimacy with and trust in his accomplished 
wife. The arrogant and cold•bearted Bis-
roartilr„ha also .considered, and gays some of 
the details of hie antagonism for Frederick 
the noble. 
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.
:'.'!eytcsw.exitSvelotiVIZIY 

,:co ibred‘ ;VI cl tie* psviork:;?. les 
:Helena.•L S teVetusOri: .:f;arid tlie!'-47101 011. -;•1)16'• 
,thres s2arid:--,..p.rojettifielbeMir 
:Oscar 

:The :modernizing of^rMaae juries, scans 
at MancAttris.n . rall .witY'.•;atatibniarrivala 
and'dePartures.: at Mukdetii ..7japanese.',rail. 
way :. enterprise 
with.;  Arr'ea t itttereat:: followed ';' by,:: views 

••froni;: liftik enj:a;croaa.:• 	 Korea; 
j_IA-9•04:70,001tKot'04414.frOtrz4V4Part4ca:Mit. 
,n 	 tv t e7•I'dmaalifierfelithWiirEitiefx 
f ormatiee:'-.;•Cnf•-4hi."!: myriad ;:-Japanese 
passers ,.coaling a •''giant -liner, In the: bar+. 
bor of. Naga.SakL:.-.• 	 • 	 • 

Next views shown were :scenes -in Fu4 
san;•atid overland by rail, singular city of 
Seoul, • In• the orean capital, :the 	 of 

'Jet ° and • 	 Th tp -Korean hat waS 
. described at lenkth by; Mr. Holmes ... and 
the 'various kinds-:worn by the • people 
were looked • upon as queer things In• genes 
eral: • • 
• The women in green claimed' much 'a.tL 
tendon by the women as well as the 
men, .,-as :did the ghostly dances which 
were far•. different tban the up-to-date 
tango' movements 'exhibited. 	 • 
•The little West Gate, the main street. 

depicting a .moving . tra.morarna from an 
- electric car,• passing through, came -  next In the 'series of Moving ,t)ictures. 

Japan, the 'bank • of JOrea, paving  re 
form, the patient peopled boys and men.' 
marriage customs, all were shown and' 
explained interestingly as were the 
tragedies of :the -country4 the lotufl pond.; 
the vacant throne, old sOperstitions and 
the life of today in part two. 

Fanciful hat and footwear also were 
odd, as well as ;:the stride and sports of 
the idle -s- ttngbail -and bid-time archery,: 
how the ocher tall' of •  the world works,. 
and the queer labor customs of the Ko-• 
reans, the steamfess pile driver and . the 
nine-man shovel, the chig-iboy; human 
packhorses and paper houses: heating 
problems, Koren• inventions. popular su.- 
permtitions. royal and imperial tombs and 
the astounding --funeral procession of the 
mother `of the emperor. 

The singing girls ; also ..claimed much 
attention.. as did the curious dances, the 
old. imperial corps •de ballet and the re -;. 
marRa.ble motion picture taken from a: 
height above \ Chemuipo harbor, shOwing 
the ebb and the flow of the tide. 

The . tidal . thovement!,r of two days were 
made perceptible to the observer, w116 
saw in less tlian four minutes the 
changes •wroiight •  in the aspect of the 
estuary and ,liart,or., Y)y (-owing-  :101- 1 
giiing of the tidal ayes. This was ealled 
the tide of fortune. 10 N'orea. • 

• , 	 • 
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BURT N HO l'sill i ll e, 	 • 	 ,,.... 	 ,., 
,,,,,.. 	 PACIT it DI 	 C .,,,,• 	 .,..•, 

:1 • Nthetisinli s : ..W11 ..  • :j's 	 ltiak! ' aCela4 :tt 
large an 1 udlette,e. as that a hered Cher 
last night: fOr the fourth of pm .peaston' 
traveloga. :  by thlrtonAloirreS,, noted lec 
tuner. ittti glob',etrotter..i Evert chair wa 

;tilled.aed i there Werel e/en% straggler 
g\ alon the Itlea•of thS:ball, eagerlto „hes 

'act' to\114 with their ,own ',Yea. what M I' 
1-loltnes\I! w '‘ 'Ith 'the . ' Ics• 1't, th e 

Ing • three `tra,•e,oirs..! and fr event , an 

frost.t,'• 	 , v 	 . 	 . 	 .., 1  
It' was'. spl n Id. clintax., o, the itreced 

enthusiast e \ plaudits , : pro et . that :, Mr . 
Itolme • if Ilovr travelers . v a; the 	 re 

:.. ;1 I 	 t 	 • I 	 I ,  

ere' ,AnteanIritize0 ,te. rea 	 t on ;sr ha 
-dcatitiet on worIced by 003 TI  houttiit :  t.trud;r1t,m  
that.,..ebr id • never . 

s, 	
e,:  gain li 

Word•T, he pictures are prO 1  o what has 
heen, told and •rprint ti. befor : Ian 1 npreas 

ilekInsta eit arena :Ai 1• heedt 

.01,,,. 
with 	

'l  utter • ran a yilh  t.ilttineg.  could. 1,4/1 tin,  .  ti 4, .. feet; that 'the pe Plea o 'these 
i.lu 64- 

;thy ant help. thntt aintore fo tat'ate natloti 
111 off r. I Ati.the'•cioae or.' la:1 et re 11 ; , 

liolntes Wasappro shed,  lu,t1110'' ree t'root tt  
of Nleci tnicailut11- nd Prsqa:stli!y.,t anked 
,fOr. the tease ft th iti he 1101 1 atr 	 nta In 
sprestiVt thrt on 4 Arnerica• • I it ., 
i _While none of; the pictu a R o, ed ,1 i e 
borrihl for bloody 'phases' 4 ;t el 

the 
Wan . t. 

the flint t' • many of them a owed the bat- 
.teries1.1 'action. Mr!' Holm a IttaV hg ,  re 
effects_ f the deadly :•exIp °Nivea' to :tile  
!irnagth ion of hie.audlence...il.; .1 , ".:1•': n : , 

route, we e: thonoly Interei et In the en 
tire at bje t4 The lecture I ita a I incht. 
stiV4 oheJ or • Mr, • Holmes 1 egan 1 gical- 
1Y ,at Ithe very ''; beginning otl the! front. 
Thin, . fro the vlowpointi f t4%merica, he 
explaleed, *all tha ',wellir led • waVesi off 
-)1rItanrile.. .for, it. was. thr •the•japlenditi. 
aceOmpli,4 rnentst of .  tht n'. tish fleet that 
this court ry, was staved, fr tri fl n !rival, 

' Into '111e: 	 at- 1 ,  .' 	 j'I 1 ;; ' • . I 
Mots; eve befere the:CW*17 • plita ea ea 'II 

	

11 	 ,. 
.; SPlet d (1 plctUrea . 'oft a ial 	 et Atte ,• 
taken tiver'fand near iLon . 1 lel n ! a d' 

, Isie.w, 1 prk !eltyi .were! all Wit 	 re id! g 
.the seteduledi program, 'and 3.1toro y a -. 
pealititeqevery .A'meriean 1 the Itoptie.,1 , . 

fte .-pb.rtsing 'a :day, condenas ,• into 'a 
fn n

rine•-„Ohartern, off i !the Ott th • icautt of 
' mintges,; with the , United! State"' .7  ... 

•Knglanrk asselncr the :expiation. of Bev rat 
depth ,bo be ,.and the results ors Itto,fleh 
In that-hectIon of the watek, Mr, Moline's 

•took Ws iandierkee on,ce stgal akroas the . 
 channel nto , France n 111My ridge!. • that, 

munurne t'. of; British bral.lery, 'was the 

other !interenting spotsi.not% 	 f • tistoricat 
tlrat part of the • tang fro I Vilited, lbut 

was a . glimpae : ale° !of' the Trepell cell,- 

rl 

fame, I .casne In (0114 • fusee a lo ..: ;There 

•Iohn .1:: Perishing and i of :t a shaL•loffre. 
bratiott of Juiv 11, dna, plit rea of ;Gen. 

and o iteri heroeS,' both! If'rlact a 4 'Amer-, 

Mt 	 milt Intoreff *ere 1 o le splendid 
pkctures that Mr..' Hohnes lt 4 a tholiali 
\otttoli ariT worerri In-Frit ee,„the busy', 

c'oste, Iihlt 1 the frohti sta. th heir ;making 
tialvloni s rut),  I animal their canteens pd 

of plea1 ,  by the hundreds •a5id doughnUts 
•bv; the 'thousands, and the enJo ment Of 
the • Sammie:, i -  of , a1,1 thene . Cul nary ef 

' fortm. 1 •! 1' 	 • :r!' • 	 , . 	 ;CI • 1' •• 	 1 	 , i'l .; 	 .4 
. While; Mr.:1101111W Maur I ce compact .. 

required ltirntio nuthttallt th 	 Q pnratiste 
•ly 'infer illittaitee of,' 10 mll 	 bellied the 
front.' It . one, Any. ound 11 Imettlf; in ono 
or a we, " out line tretfehea andil sontel'or 

\Oil • lute estIn•g• • pictures i r f • 1 et I: nigh)t. 
allowed t Is Portiort Or the f o t itnd many 
melt! na Of ;the ' surround! 	 ..landacapel: 
evint .  a g linpme.•Into'lhe Alt n valley wail 
.Yptic. sated froml t tla . arm oVerlooklnig -  

. (39errpenlY.: 	 'II , 	 ' - , 11 I 	 ( ::1 l• 	 !...I. 	 1 , 1.• :!i'l . 
i Tite. ivitlise of. thief' ,travel g can ;hardly 
he overMoked; for they • brill tol Weave*, 

: Thal, 	 xt trave,loFl*: will 1 	 et th .  1:111 I c 
s'N'ritlit• Ite yanks la."Ital) "r a 	 thIS , a 
said.it.ci  Ate tile. motit;::pletti Ceit an !epee- -  

: taculer •dt 'the ent1k•a, eerie .j. ne iettean 

	

fi 	 I far' t, - 1 Y1 ayi_be that '001; tOlan onsets 
:were•In : so . latrIctl as ,  tho .  e .or . ngland 
''nrid Irr010 •I• I; 	 ' 	 ni...- , i , l 1. 1 	 1.11 . 	 1'4' " 131  
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BURTON 1191.1VIES 
'ARTS . .,,SER1E$ 

..), 

flattop VoIrnes Ot► erled• his .lertels 
of traveloguee 'at - Mecha.nici hall last 
night, "before a filled' .  house; with ,* a.. 
lecture' onYtomel, .. et H showed mov- 
ing,  tridtures and colored still views. 
It was Afr. olrnes' first lecture In 
.Worcester ,afier several years • ab-
sence and his appearance was the 
signal for burst of applause. 

He parTled his • audience• through 
the_Eternal City, s.11uding at various 
timest :to the Holy • Year celebration 
this • Year. Pictures of the ancient 
Roman ruins formed a part of the 
gntertainment .. --,,, 
• Other lectures. on Thursday nithts, 
*Ill include' s. trip 'through the Ital; 
fan, -Alps,' through the -Pliviers: and 
On* On .Czeoho-Slovakia.' 



y . 

Burton , Holines;:conducted 
through - Pirli;  leriGnikht ,  to ,  fhe 
tieation -and -.entertainment of a 
group.:of -,Worcestee. 11Ourists" 

advertised to 
give an illustrated - leCture combining 
' 4 Diziy J3ayti• *incl.-Nights- in Earle," 
but hie lecture last evening was con-
fined to'i:the ••••Dizzi, - ,Day's,''.: the night: 
end of the lecture' to -be given during' 
the first ,week - in Dece'mber. the ex-
act date to be`annotineed:later. - 1 .  
• Mr.- Holmes ::has. a `graphic 'way of 
Ticking out the ,most picturescjue and 
appealing In his travel .talks and 
Paris was no exception. With the 
aid of color. tildes and moving :ptc 
tures he took his  ovf-r4eits 
and unfolded page after page in the 
life of the historic French city in 
which,so much of the grandeUr and 
art of the world is found. 

His audience last night included 
many American 'Legion _members who 
recently visited Paris e, .With.,th Sec- 
ond A. :E. F. 'and "-others who have 
had the • opportunity_ . .or,' traveling 
abroad and took this means of re-
freshing their memories on some f)f 
the less'frequented parts of the world 
renowned city. 
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Appendix D: Possibilities for Expansion through Future IQPs 

The following are topics that could be further explored as future IQPs, or Sufficiencies. 

All of these have further information available that could not be included in the scope of 

this IQP, and could effectively be developed into independent projects. 

• Bayard Taylor. 

• Burton Holmes. 

• John Stoddard. 

• Lecturers after Burton Holmes. 

• Lecturers before Bayard Taylor. 

• The Decline of Travelogues at Mechanics Hall. 

• The New Travelogue (home slide shows and their difference from the great travel 

lecturers). 

• The replacement of the travelogue (Internet? Renting travel tapes? Just traveling?). 

• Many other subjects that are thinly covered in this IQP. 

David Christenson 	 47 
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